
MT. COLUMBUS SCHOOL 
 Dakshinpuri, New Delhi – 62 

 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (SUMMER VACATION) 

SESSION: 2019-20 

CLASS- IX 

Prepare an integrated project of different subjects on the topic given below. 

 

ENGLISH 
 

PROJECT 
Assessment of Speaking skills: Prepare a recording of your speech (bring it in a CD 

with your name, class and section mentioned properly) on any of the following topics: 

•  Brain Drain  
•  Drug Addiction 

•  Freedom of Press 
Your speech should contain the following things in the beginning- 
Your name, class and section. 
Speaking skills will be assessed on the following parameters - 
Fluency, accuracy, content, originality and presentation. 

 
ASSIGNMENT 
Q.1. ‘ Kezia in the story 'The Little Girl' Was afraid of her father because he never 

communicated with her. Imagine you are a parenting counsellor based on the reading of 

your story write a paragraph advising the parents to make communication with their 

children priority. 

Q.2. Iswaran was a fascinating storyteller. What other skills he had? How was he an 

asset to Mahendra? 

HINDI 
 
1- ns”k esa viuk uke jks”ku djus okyh efgykvksa ds ukeksa dh lwph cuk,¡ vkSj fdUgh rhu efgykvksa ds 

ckjsa esa tkudkjh izkIr djds fy[ksa tSls&ih- Vh- m’kk] fdj.k csnh 
2- HkDr dfo dchj] xq:ukud] ukenso vkSj ehjkckbZ dh jpukvksa dks ,df=r dj ,yce rS;kj djsaA 
3- fuEu fo’k;ksa ij vuqPNsn fy[ksa& 

¼d½ ^ehBh ok.kh cksfy,* 
¼[k½ fgeky; Hkkjr dk eqdqV 
vuqdzekad&1 ls 10 rd 
¼x½ ^lc fnu jgr u ,d leku* 
¼?k½ ekr`Hkwfe  
vuqdzekad&11 ls 20 rd 
¼M½ Vh 20 fdzdsV 
¼p½ gekjh ufn;k¡ vkSj ge 
vuqdzekad&21 ls 28 rd  



 

 MATH 

PROJECT 
LAB ACTIVITY(Do in your Lab Practical file.) 

 
• To verify the identity:      

(a+b+c)2= a2+b2+c2+2ab+2bc+2ca.(Pg no. 5) 

• To interpret geometrically the factors of a quadratic expression of the type x2+bx+c, using 
square grids, strips and paper slip. (Pg no.15). 

• To find the value of abscissa and ordinates of various points given in Cartesian plane. (Pg 
no.18).   

 

ASSIGNMENT  (Do in math notebook) 

1. Express the following decimal expression in the form of  
�

�
 . 

i) 0.323232….   ii) 15.2020202…. 
2. Examine whether the following numbers are rational or irrational. 

i) 3+√5    ii)  
�√�

√�
   iii)√2-(4-√2). 

3. Simplify each of the following and rationalized the denominator:                          

i)
�

√���
    		) 

��√�

�√�
 

4. Find 5 rational number between -1 and -2. 
5. Represent √9.3 on the number line. 

6. If 
��√�

�√�
 =a+b√7 and both a and b are rational number than find the value of a and b. 

7. Factorize: 2p (a-b)+3q (5a-5b)+4r (2b-2a). 
8. Find p(0), p(-1) and p(1) for p(x) = (x-1)(x-2). 
9. Find the remainder when x4+x3-2x2+x+1 is divided by x-1. 
10. Find the value of k, if x-1 is a factor of 4x3+5x2-3x+k. 
11. Factorise: i) 2x2+7x+3       ii) y2-5y+6. 
12. Write (2a+5b-3c) in a expanded form. 
13. If x+y+z = 0, show that x3+y3+z3 = 3xyz. 
14. Verify that: x3-y3= (x-y) (x2+xy+y2). 
15. Learn and write all formulas and identities 3times of Ch-1 and Ch-2. 
  

 SCIENCE 

PROJECT 
   Q1. Complete the following practicals in respective practical files: 

    PHYSICS 
� Determination of the melting point of ice and the boiling point of water. 
� Verification of the Laws of reflection of sound 
     CHEMISTRY 
� Separation of the components of a mixture of sand, common salt and ammonium chloride. 
� Preparation of  

(a) mixture  
(b) compound 
using iron fillings and sulphur powder  
 
 



ASSIGNMENT 
Complete the following Worksheet in respective notebooks. 
 Physics  

1.A car moves with a speed of 30 km/h–1for half an hour, 25 km/h–1 for one hour and 40 km/h–
1 for two hours. Calculate the average speed of the car. 
2.Derive the equation for velocity-time relation (v = u + at) by graphical method 
3.  Velocity-time graph for the motion of an object in a straight path is a straight line parallel to the 
time axis. 
       (a)  Identify the nature of motion of the body. 
       (b)  Find the acceleration of the body. 
       (c)  Draw the shape of distance-time graph for this type of motion. 
4.Define uniform and non-uniform motion. Write one example for each. 
5.Differentiate between speed and velocity. 
Chemistry  

1.Is air a mixture or a compound? Justify giving atleast 3 reasons. 
2. How does solubility of solid and gaseous solutes vary with temperature  
3. Identify solute and solvent in 'tincture of iodine'.  
4. Explain the terms unsaturated solution, saturated solution and solubility. 
5. What is Tyndall effect? Name two mixture which shows this effect  
Biology  

1.How do plants get nutrients?  
2. What is organic farming? Write some of its advantages.  
3.How do biotic and abiotic factors affect crop production?  
4. Name some Kharif and Rabi crop.  
5. Differentiate between green manure and compost. 

   

 SOCIAL SCIENCE 
 

PROJECT 
 Prepare a project report on the topic ‘Disaster Management’.  

 The project report will be presented in the following order: 
1. Cover page showing project title, student information, school and year. 
2. List of content with page numbers. 
3. Acknowledgements 
4. Project overview: Purpose, Aim & Methodology. 
5. For your project work- choose any one type of natural disaster a) Write the causes and effect 

do they have on the earth, b)Its affect the people, property& land, c) Mitigationd) 1or 2 case 
study should be included. 

6. All the photographs and sketches should be labelled. 
The total length of the project report should be not more than 10-15 pages of A4 size sheet. It 
should be handwritten and credit will be awarded to use of maps, graphs, articles of newspapers 
and magazines, good layout, cost effective and creative use of materials.  

ASSIGNMENT  

Complete the following worksheets in your social science workbook: 
1. History:                 CH-1. The French Revolution- Worksheet no. 1 & 3 
2. Geography:           CH-1. India: Size and Location- Worksheet no. 1 
3. Political Science:  CH-1. What is democracy? Why democracy?- Worksheet no. 2 

                               CH-2. Constitutional Design- Worksheet no. 1 & 2 
4. Economics: CH-1. The story of village Palampur- Worksheet no. 3 



 
ART AND CRAFT 

 

Complete the Art Education File with the help of drawing and colouring.  

The topics are as follows: 
1.Elements of Art  
2.Principles of  Art 
3.Other Visual Arts Terms 
4.Composition 
5.Story Board 
6.Book Cover Design 

 

IT  

 

ASSIGNMENT 
Chart on Input and Output Devices. (Use your creativity to make this) 

 

 

Guidelines for Holiday Homework 
� Holiday homework to be done as per instructions given in each subject. 
� Work should be neat & presentable. 
� Last date of submission is 6th July, 2019. 
� Holiday Homework should be done under parental guidance & not by parents.  
� A well presented ‘Holiday Homework’ fetches you marks & appreciation from your teachers & 

classmates. 
� Marking will be done in each subject. The marks for the same will be added in  

U.T- II (Activity) / Subject Enrichment (VI - X). 
It is compulsory for all the students to complete their Holiday Homework 


